INTERACTIVE EXPOSURE and
Professional Photography for EVERY Listing!
Maybe this is the first time you’re selling a home. Maybe
you’ve sold many. Either way, I guarantee the unique digital
marketing methods I utilize when selling your home will be
the most advanced methods you’ve ever seen. It all begins
with our professional photography. They effortlessly
transform ordinary rooms into visually stunning images.
The images are then combined with detailed property
information and put into an interactive virtual media
presentations that becomes your 24/7 open house.
Our presentations handle all forms of media, are mobile
ready and accessible all day, every day, worldwide!

Your home tour is

mobile ready and
gyro enabled. This
ensures maximum
exposure and
provides an
interactive experience
for the viewer.

Our Expsoure Engine send
your listing to the most popular
real estate portal; such as: Trulia,
YouTube, FrontDoor, Oodle,
Lycos, Local, Hot Pads, Vast,
Trovit, Geebo, Reachoo, OLX,,
Homes.com, HomeSeekers.com,
Craigslist, and more.

More than 90% of
home buyers begin
their search for a
home on the Internet.

It’s a proven fact that today’s
home shopper digs for more
information on specific properties
than ever before when using
search engines. Good news! Using
our SpiderLink Technology, we
make sure your listing ranks in the
search engines on your property
address. In many cases, your
property will appear when they
google my name or the name of
the real estate brokerage.
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Real Estate listings
with interactive
media and a virtual
tour receive 54%
more views.

Getting an email with a virtual tour on it is
one thing, but getting a beautifully organized
and well laid out E-Brochure is an experience all on
its own. We create and send out custom e-brochures for
your listing.
QR codes are suddenly everywhere, and that is just
where we want your home’s virtual tour. We create
unique QR codes that allow interested parties to simply
scan the code to view the tour.

We create custom printable flyers that combine stunning
photographs and detailed information. Even in this
digital age, printed materials still hold an important
place.
As your real estate agent, I will continually update your
online home tour. My tour technology allows me to
make simple edits and changes to your tour such as
price changes, phone number changes, profile
changes, and listing status changes such as your open
house.
TourVibes allow for viewers to give their instant
feedback from your interactive virtual tour. People
love to “like” and those likes come to us as leads.
Our virtual tour traffic reports break down hits by day, month,
quarter, and year. See the number of times your virtual tour
has been emailed, downloaded, shared on social sites, viewed
on mobile phones, sent to friends, and the number of times
tools on the tour are used; such as the our E-Flyer or Printable
Brochure.
Know for sure with HitStats!
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